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cal with substantive significance. The authors
Fisher and his disciples, I would agree,
do not claim much originality in recognizing have a lot to answer for. But Ziliak and
this as an error; they list and discuss a distin- McCloskey also take some cheap shots, blamguished roster of predecessors in statistics, ing Fisher for transgressions by medical and
philosophy, and the sciences who have called social researchers that he did not endorse and
attention to it. And yet somehow the error per- would not have countesists, across a wide range of disciplines includ- nanced. The most blatant of
ing some—such as pharmaceutical regulation, these is the supposition that
econometrics, and education studies—that a failure to demonstrate stafeed directly into policy. The book was written tistical significance licenses
to shake us out of our lazy habit of treating sig- the assumption that an
nificance levels as an almost automatic crite- effect or causal relation
rion of scientific and practical worth.
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can be distinguished from the null (meaning no support for the assertion in
effect) at some predetermined likelihood level. the book’s title that conThe validity of this point I take to be virtually fusion about significance “Student” of the
self-evident. Yet statistical tests that ignore “costs us … lives.” In a clin- Sealy Gosset.
quantity remain pervasive, as the authors ical trial of Vioxx in 2000,
demonstrate through quantitative analyses of five experimental patients suffered heart
the contents of some very prestigious journals attacks, compared to only one in the control
of economics, psychology, and medicine.
group. The different did not rise to statistical
Of course, effective measurement requires significance at the 5% level, and on that basis
in addition evidence as to the accuracy of the the researchers declared there was no danger.
measure. The authors are not much interested Is this dubious reasoning to be blamed on the
in this aspect of the problem (the estimation of Fisherian statisticians? Not really. The sins of
pharmaceutical trials are legion, as is now
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authors at universities willing to attach
their names to the publication. Ziliak and
McCloskey point out that Merck had already
suppressed other data implying the riskiness of
Vioxx. Most of the really harmful abuses
chronicled in the rather overblown first 40
pages of this book involve statistical maneuvers that are illegitimate even by the standards
of Fisher’s program. We can better explain the
Vioxx episode in terms of a corrupt research
program than of flawed statistical tools.
The defects of Fisherian theory, it is clear,
were made much worse in the practices of
social and medical researchers as these were
institutionalized from about 1930 to 1960.
Most of the problems arose from an effort to
set up inferential statistics as a set of recipes
that could obviate any need for good sense of
judgment. Ziliak and McCloskey argue that
anxieties about subjectivity in the social and
medical sciences encouraged reliance on such
“magic pills.” In my view, this quest for mechanized objectivity is typical of the modern
adaptation of science to the state, which generally places scientists in a subordinate position when public decisions are at issue and
demands of them, above all, rigorous impersonality and value-neutrality.
The book connects its statistical claims with
a dubious morality tale. Even if William Sealy
Gosset (who studied statistics
in Karl Pearson’s laboratory
and worked out the basics
of the t test) was as saintly as
he is portrayed here, we might
doubt the strongly implied link
between his moral goodness
and the correctness of his statistical program. On the chief
point in question, the value
of measuring effects rather
than merely controlling error,
he does not appear to me to
be very different from that
famously difficult personality
and committed eugenicist—
and effective founder of the
t test. William 20th-century mathematical
field of statistics—Pearson.
The authors’ hagiography of
Gosset is counterpointed by a demonology of
Fisher. Fisher’s unattractive eugenic politics,
refusal to give credit to colleagues and predecessors, and personal cruelty may also be genuine, but can these explain the misdirection of
his statistical program? A shift in statistical
practice from detecting effects to measuring
them and assessing their consequences would
be good for science, but it may not hasten the
millennium.
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